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Expert inspiration for a Better Business

The essential tonic for Business
Owners and Managers
Better Business Focus is the essential key for business owners and managers. It achieves that by focusing on the way in which successful businesses
compete and manage their organisations. It focuses on how people are recruited, coached and developed; on how marketing and selling is undertaken
0
in professional markets as well as in markets with intense competition; on how technology and the Internet is reshaping the face of domestic and home
business; and on how people are being equipped with new skills and techniques. In short, it offers expert inspiration for a better business.
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Professor Colin Coulson-Thomas

Trying to be excellent at everything you do
can result in failure
Excellence and innovation need to be appropriate, affordable and
sustainable

Comments delivered by Professor Colin
Coulson-Thomas in the Ball Room of The
Meydan, Dubai, UAE during plenary session
III at the Dubai Global Convention 2016
and 26th World Congress on Leadership for
Business Excellence & Innovation.

This convention is about
leadership for excellence and
innovation, and this plenary
session is about driving them
through the boardroom.
As directors we need to consider
questions such as excellence and
innovation in what and, perhaps
more importantly, excellence and
innovation, for whom?
Someone has to pay for our
companies to be excellent and
innovative. Why should customers
fund excellence and innovation
that is not relevant to them
and/or which does not represent
value for them?
Whether or not excellence is a
good thing or a distraction
depends upon what you are trying
to be excellent in, or excellent at.
Let’s take an example. Are you
trying to be excellent at what you
are currently doing? Are you
trying to perfect existing
operations?
Maybe you are, but what if public
tastes and customer requirements

are changing? What if innovation
is creating new possibilities that
people might prefer? What if an
alternative business model would
be more advantageous?
Rather than improvement, should
you be replacing what you are
doing now with something better?

Be prepared to challenge
As directors we should be
prepared to challenge. Can we
have too much excellence? When
does improvement become
unnecessary gold plating?
As directors we also need to
ensure focus. Are you and the
people of your company trying to
be outstanding at everything you
do? If so, should investors sell
their stock?
Why should customers pay for
our companies to be excellent at
everything they do? Most
customers just want us to be
excellent at whatever represents
value for them.
Should we aim to excel at critical
success factors for key corporate
activities and sources of

differentiation and competitive
advantage, but just be good
enough at everything else?
In some sectors, the life cycles of
requirements, offerings and
technologies have dramatically
shortened. Will you have time to
be anything other than just good
enough to be relevant and quickly
deliver while fleeting windows of
opportunity exist?
Rather than drive developments
some boards inhibit or prevent
them. Are you and your board
hindering or helping creativity and
innovation?

Questions on hindering
innovation
Let’s start with some questions
relating to hindering innovation.
Think about them in relation to
your board and your company:
 Is your strategy overly
defensive?
 Do you try to protect past
investments?
 Do you instinctively impose
standard approaches and ways
of working?
 Are you constrained by
accounting conventions?
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Is your market intelligence
focused on existing
competitors?

Now, let’s turn to helping
innovation. Again, relate the
questions to your board and your
company:
 Do you invite challenge and
promote freedom of thought?
 Do you encourage diversity?
 Are you willing to reassess,
reinvent and write off past
investments and replace them
with better alternatives?
 Do you allow people to work
and learn in whatever ways
best suit their roles, tasks and
projects?
 Is your company willing to
collaborate with
entrepreneurial staff and set
up new ventures with them?
 Are you scanning the business
and market environment for
new possibilities and new
competitors?
There are many areas in which
the attitudes, instincts and
perspectives of board members
can either constrain people or
liberate them. There may be
various occasions on which our
judgements and/or a combination
of factors can either hinder or
help our companies to survive and
thrive.
We need both focus and balance
if our companies are to remain
relevant, vital and competitive.
We need to focus upon what is
important and, particularly, what
is important for customers and
prospects.
We and our colleagues also need
to strike the right balance in the
boardroom. Excellence and
innovation need to be
appropriate, affordable and
sustainable.
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I have already mentioned the need
for striking an appropriate balance
between excellence and being
good enough.
As directors, we also need to
strike the right balance between
thinking and doing, and between
short-term pressures and longerterm considerations.
We need to be either proactive
or reactive depending upon
circumstances and opportunities.
Have you got the right balance
between entrepreneurship and
stewardship? One cannot be
reckless and just throw money at
challenges and opportunities.
Encouragingly, there are ways of
being both entrepreneurial and
prudent. We can enable
responsible innovation.
My research reports set out
quicker, more affordable and less
disruptive ways of simultaneously
achieving multiple objectives. They
show how ordinary people can be
helped to excel at activities that
are crucial for corporate success
such as winning bids, building
customer relationships, pricing,
purchasing, and creating and
exploiting know-how.
Building enablers and checks into
the performance support that we
provide people with allows us to
set them free to network,
collaborate, explore, create and
responsibly innovate.
Applications I examine and which
feature in my reports suggest the
focus of many directors and
boards must change. The
emphasis needs to shift from topdown directing, motivating and
control to supporting people and
helping them to excel at the things
that matter most.
The evidence presented reveals
that there are practical ways of
enabling average performers to
adopt and share the approaches
of super-stars. There are costeffective means of helping people
to quickly and successfully
confront new challenges and seize
opportunities.

Excellence where it counts and
responsible innovation are
achievable.
We have a choice. We can plough
ahead and wrestle with the
various expensive, time consuming
and corporate-wide initiatives we
see in many companies today.
Alternatively, we can adopt
quicker and simpler ways of
helping our people to deliver
multiple outcomes that benefit
them, our organisations,
customers and the environment.
A great many people depend upon
us. There are others who might
benefit from the new options our
people could provide if we can set
them free to innovate responsibly.
I do hope that as directors we will
provide the greater focus and shift
of emphasis that is required, and
ensure our people have the
performance support they need
and deserve.
© Copyright, Professor Colin
Coulson-Thomas

About the Author
Professor Colin Coulson-Thomas,
author of Winning Companies;
Winning People and a new report
on talent management and
creating high performance
organisations is an international
consultant who has helped over
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corporate performance. He is
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Aki Kalliatakis

What would Steve Jobs do?
“In reality, Steve Jobs spent most of
his life listening to customers and
giving them more than what they
wanted.”

I’m one of those people who prefers
not to replace stuff just because
someone tells me it is time to do so. I
like driving the same car until it’s
really, really dead. We still have the
same appliances that we bought when
we got married 30 years ago. (Well,
those that still work, anyway.) I refuse
to replace the bathroom tiles because
some celebrity tells me that the “old”
classical colours are now out of
fashion.
If I sound like an old curmudgeon,
then I wear that badge with pride
– and my wife is with me on this
journey of “enough is enough.”
So when I bought my perfectly
capable and convenient iPhone 4S
four years ago, it was more than
enough for my all of my needs –
and more. That is until my sons
and the cell phone company finally
persuaded me to replace it with a
brand new iPhone 6S. The new
and exciting features did give me a
thrill – for about four days – until
I suddenly realised that this new
upgraded and more expensive
model had about half the memory
of the older phone. At 16GB, it is
woefully inadequate for all the
photos, videos, apps, books and
magazines that I have downloaded
over the years.
Now I do firmly believe in the
wise old adage of “caveat emptor”
or let the buyer beware. I know I
should have been more careful in
doing my homework properly

before making my final decision. I
must add that I have always been
a great admirer of the Apple
Corporation and Steve Jobs for
their innovation and design
capability, for their obsessive
customer focus, for their ability to
shake up whole fat-cat industries
and to literally change the world.
They truly represent what it
means to be an all-round
entrepreneurial company.
I know that these amazing
characteristics do come at a price
– financial and human. The
products are definitely not cheap.
But, visionary that he was, Steve
Jobs was not always a pleasant
person to his staff, and there is a
rumour that he one day fired
someone who worked for him - in
the time it took an elevator to
reach the next stop. Nevertheless,
most of his colleagues bought into
his vision for the future, and were
happy to put up with his
occasional quirky behaviour.
Customers, of course, loved his
products, and the accompanying
service. At one stage pundits
threw around a random quotation
that Steve Jobs didn’t care about
customers. As business journal
Forbes put it in an article: “No one
is saying to form a communist-style
committee to ask customers what
features they want in a new product
because, as Jobs said, “People don’t
know what they want until you show
it to them.”

But this statement doesn’t reflect
who the true Steve Jobs was. In
reality, Steve Jobs spent most of
his life listening to customers and
giving them more than what they
wanted. A less-used Jobs
quotation was made at a software
developer’s conference in 1997,
when he made this statement:
“You’ve got to start with the
customer experience and work
backwards to the technology… I’ve
made this mistake probably
more than anybody else in this
room… As we have tried to come
up with a strategy and a vision for
Apple, it started with ‘What
incredible benefits can we give to the
customer? Where can we take the
customer?’…I think that’s the right
path to take.”
This doesn’t sound like someone
who doesn’t care about
customers and what they think.
But I probably won’t be buying
shares in this most valuable
company in the near future, and
I’ll tell you why: Somehow
between Job’s death and the
purchase of my brand new iPhone,
something went wrong. I went
back to the store where I’d
purchased my new gadget, and
asked if I could buy some
additional memory. The answer
nearly knocked me out, because it
was “No, that’s impossible.”
“Not even an SD card?” I asked.
Again, the answer was no.
Bewildered by this, I asked the
young “expert” how it could be
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possible that an old phone would
have such a superior feature while
the new one didn’t – especially
because we know that phonememory has become increasingly
more essential in today’s digital
world.
Almost furtively, he looked
around and then said, “It’s
because Apple wants you to store
your information in the Apple
iCloud.”
My blood pressure just shot up,
because we all know what this
means: For an additional fee at
some point in future, and
supporting the further expense of
downloading and uploading data
from your mobile company, I
didn’t have a choice in this matter.
Something big changed and
nobody explained it to me.
You see, I don’t want to use “the
cloud.” I’m not interested in
storing my stuff elsewhere, where
it can be snooped upon by
governments and corporates alike,
where it can be stolen or “lost,”
as has already happened
numerous times. I don’t trust the
cloud, and probably never will,
and I hate being forced into this
with no other option.
As difficult as he may have been, I
don’t think Steve Jobs would have
approved. He had proven himself
adept at viscerally understanding
customer’s needs, giving them
more that what they expected,
and, most importantly, when he
realised they were upset about
something, he would back off and
apologise. This didn’t happen
once, but on a number of
occasions, such as when Apple
lowered the price of a new model
too soon after the early adopters
had paid a fortune to be seen as
the cool and hip pioneers.
So, Mr. Tim Cook, (current CEO
of Apple,) I know you are
desperate and under pressure to
keep your shareholder’s happy,
and I imagine your ego will not be
able to handle that Apple will not
always be the most valuable
company and brand in the world.
You already received negative
reviews and customer complaints
about the desperately poor
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memory on the iPhone 6 model,
so why haven’t you responded?
I think Mr. Cook needs to ask
himself a very important question
with respect to Apple’s
customers: “What would Steve
Jobs do?” The answer to me is
clear as day.

Sunil Bali

Love and Profit

(PS You can upgrade your 16GB
of memory in some countries like
China and Dubai to 128GB – but
it is apparently “illegal” to do so.)
© Copyright, Aki Kalliatakis

About the Author
Aki Kalliatakis runs The
Leadership LaunchPad, a business
focused on customer loyalty and
radical marketing that he founded
in 1989. He helps companies to
implement customized service and
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executive development
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more important than academic
theory. He adds value at training
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world.
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Website:
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Kevin Roberts, former Worldwide CEO
and now Chairman of advertising giant
Saatchi & Saatchi, isn’t your usual CEO.

You see, top of Roberts’s business KPI’s is how much
love there is in the daily operations of Saatchi &
Saatchi. People who have worked with him say that
Roberts doesn’t do small talk. “Have a nice day,” and
“The weather’s awful,” aren’t part of his language.
Roberts loves deep conversations and is more
interested in hearing about your childhood, what
makes you mad, what makes you laugh and what
makes you cry. He lives his mantra for his business,
which is “Plays like a team, feels like a family.”
Roberts is fond of quoting Einstein to his corporate
bean counters who haven’t quite got their head
around the fact that employee and customer loyalty
grows not from reason, but from the heart. How they
feel has more binding power than how they think.
“Not everything that can be counted counts, and not
everything that counts can be counted.” – Albert Einstein.

Business, pleasure, life… ultimately, everything is
personal. And it’s the businesses and people who
endear themselves to others that are the ones which
will endure.

© Copyright, Sunil Bali

About the Author
Sunil is a Performance Coach, Speaker and Author.
Ex Head of Talent for Vodafone Group and
Santander, and having run a £50m business, Sunil
has been responsible for hiring over 50000 people
and has had the pleasure of working with some
great entrepreneurs, professionals and leaders.

Co-ordinates
E-mail: sunil@sunilbali.com
Web: www.sunilbali.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/sunilbali1
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Avery Augustine

How to deal with employee excuses
“So, learn from my mistake and take the first—and
incredibly important—step toward keeping your
employees accountable: Stop saying “that’s OK.”
It’s an easy phrase to blurt out as a natural
sympathetic response, but what you’re really
conveying is that it’s completely acceptable to
make excuses for bad behaviour”

As a new manager, you’ll realise
pretty quickly that excuses are like
clockwork—at the very moment
when a big project, report, or
assignment is due, they’ll come
pouring in: “I didn’t have time,” “I just
have too many other things on my
plate right now,” “I never learned
how to do that,” or—my personal
favourite—“What project?”

Stop Saying “That’s OK”
When an employee would walk
into my office, shoulders hunched
and puppy dog eyes in full effect, I
couldn’t help but lend a
sympathetic ear. So, when she
explained “I’ve been so
overwhelmed with my other work
lately—I just didn’t have time,” I
couldn’t muster the gumption to
respond with anything except,
“Oh, that’s OK.”

And while steam practically pours
out of your ears at these weak
excuses, it’s tricky to know
exactly how to react. Between
needing to just get the work done
as quickly as possible and feeling a
twinge of sympathy that maybe
your employee really does have
too many projects on her plate,
you probably respond with some
version of, “That’s OK. I’ll just
take care of it.”

The same thing happened when
someone didn’t know how to pull
the numbers for a certain report,
couldn’t get a client to return her
call, or just had too crazy of a
night to make into the office on
time the next morning. I’d fall into
the same trap and repeat it again:
“That’s OK”—even though these
excuses were far from acceptable.

I’ve been there, too. As much as
I’d like to say I’ve always been a
firm and respectable boss—I’ll
admit it: I’ve been a pushover.
And I learned the hard way that
when you get in the habit of
accepting excuses like this, your
employees will be quick to walk
all over you and your authority.
Thankfully, I’ve found a few ways
to push back against excuses—
strategies that not only made my
life easier, but helped create an
overall culture of accountability
among my team. The next time
those excuses roll in, try this.

So, learn from my mistake and
take the first—and incredibly
important—step toward keeping
your employees accountable: Stop
saying “that’s OK.” It’s an easy
phrase to blurt out as a natural
sympathetic response, but what
you’re really conveying is that it’s
completely acceptable to make
excuses for bad behaviour. Is that
really what you want your team
to think?
Instead, Express
Disappointment
Of course, you also shouldn’t take
it to the other extreme and lash
out abrasively. Instead, channel
your childhood: When you did
something wrong, you didn’t
necessarily dread your

punishment (although being
grounded for two weeks was a
serious drag)—more than that,
you feared that ominous phrase:
“I’m so disappointed in you.”
You don’t need to use those
exact words, but you should
convey a sense of disappointment
when an employee produces an
unacceptable excuse. Explain
exactly how what she did (or
didn’t do) impacted you, the team,
and the company as a whole: “I
was really counting on you to
have the monthly budget finished
by this morning, Megan. Since we
don’t have it, the rest of the team
is really going to have to scramble
to pull those numbers.”
When your employee realizes that
her oversight didn’t only affect
her—but her entire team, too—
she’s much more likely to pull it
together next time.
Don’t Be Afraid to Ask
Questions
After a lot of practice, I’ve learned
that I can’t let the conversation
stop after I’ve heard and
acknowledged an employee’s
excuse. Instead, you should use
each excuse as a chance to dig in,
ask questions, and determine the
root cause of the problem.
If an employee insists he didn’t
have time to do a project, ask,
“When did you start on this
project?” “When was this project
assigned to you?” and “How did
you prioritize your time?” Or,
when an employee says, “No one
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from the finance department
would email me back,” say, “Did
you try calling?” or “Did you
communicate that issue to me or
another manager?”
If you ask the right questions,
you’ll most often prove—without
explicitly saying it—that many
excuses aren’t 100% justifiable
(i.e., if your employee had started
the project when you first
assigned it, he would have had
plenty of time). But more than
that, asking these questions will
convey to your employees that
you’re not just going to sit back
and accept excuses without a
word.
It’s OK to Express Concern,
Too
Depending on the answers you
get from these questions, there’s
also a chance you’ll come across
some legitimate issues that need
to be addressed. It can be tricky
to separate an employee who
truly doesn’t have the right
resources to complete a project
from an employee who just won’t
put forth the effort to ask for
help—but it’s up to you, as a
manager, to dig in and find out.
For example, when one of my
employees kept making the
excuse, “I’m just so overloaded
with work,” I was tempted to
dismiss it as bad time
management—but decided to take
a closer look at his workload. I
went over his responsibilities and
verified the number of projects he
had on his plate, and I realized
that he did, in fact, have more
work than the rest of the team.
As a result, I was able to
redistribute some of his work
and—voilà!—the excuses
stopped.
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If your employee is having trouble
organizing his/her time, for
example, point out a few good
time management strategies and
follow up in a couple weeks to
make sure they’re still on track. If
your employee “just didn’t know
how” to complete a task, make
sure they’re aware of the
resources available to them in
other departments of the
company—and that they’re
expected to take initiative to
track down those resources,
instead of waiting for the deadline
to pass only to pass the blame.
Whenever an employee comes to
you with an excuse, don’t just
wave it off and hope that it
doesn’t happen again. Dig in, ask
the tough questions, and show
your employees that you’re
serious about their work and
success. Over time, you’ll convey
that you won’t settle for anything
less than the best—and your
employees will realize that there’s
no room for excuses.
© Copyright, Avery Augustine

About the Author
As a full-time manager at a tech
company, Avery is constantly finding
(and writing about!) new ways to
better encourage, lead, and motivate
her team. In her spare time, she
enjoys listening to live music,
attempting to sew, and discovering
dive bars and hole-in-the-wall
restaurants. One day, she hopes to
publish a memoir, adopt a Great Dane
puppy, and find the perfect shade of
red lipstick.
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Website: themuse.com

New opportunities
for business growth
in 2016
According to FedEx, UK SMEs have become the
driving force of our economy, and you won't be
surprised to hear that their exporting confidence
will continue to grow in the next 12 months.
When UK businesses ship overseas, they benefit
the UK economy by increasing competitiveness,
innovation and productivity. And despite intense
competition from other companies, UK products
and services continue to be in demand.
In the latest report from FedEx, they examine how
British SMEs are exporting to new markets
worldwide.
Key findings reveal:

The average SME 73% of SMEs who
58% of SMEs
exports a net
export do so
would appreciate
surplus
outside
more
of £18k to Europe
of Europe,
support to
annually
predominantly
optimise
to the USA
their international
success

The SMEs that FedEx help to go global are
brimming with optimism for the future.
Download this useful resource for insight and
advice on unlocking growth in 2016 and beyond.
Don't have much time? Download this bite-sized
infographic to give you the key findings while you
are on the go. Alternatively, speak to a FedEx sales
representative and start shipping worldwide today.

While it’s important to guard
yourself against becoming a
pushover—if you view every
excuse as a lazy employee trying
to get out of doing his or her
work, you may be ignoring some
legitimate issues.
Set Expectations for Next
Time
Once you’ve sorted through
explanations, motivations, and
deeper issues, set clear
expectations for the future.
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Lilach Bullock

3 ways to be more productive today
“But there is a simple way to become more
productive and implement the tasks that will give
you a financial return on your time. After all ideas
are great but if you’re not taking action then you’re
not getting the results you deserve.”

I’m having a super productive week.
In fact, lately I’m finding that my days
are becoming more and more
productive and I’m producing far
better results than before as well as
feeling less overwhelmed!
In the past I’ve been guilty of
procrastinating – I think a lot of
entrepreneurs are creative
species and if you’re anything like
me who loves coming up with
ideas and thrashing them out…
yet when it comes to actually
implementing and taking action…
let’s just say that’s often the tricky
part!
But there is a simple way to
become more productive and
implement the tasks that will give
you a financial return on your
time. After all ideas are great but
if you’re not taking action then
you’re not getting the results you
deserve.
It all boils down to how
productive you are. Each and
every day. I’m using a system
which I implement daily that I
learned from my good friend and
mentor Kim Roach.
It’s called a productivity pyramid.
All your tasks are split into 3 tiers:
Tier 1 is where your most
important tasks are. It’s what
gives you the highest revenue.
This is where you should be

spending 90% OF YOUR TIME. So
for example, writing emails to
your subscribers, managing and
setting up ads, creating offers,
recording a sales video, presenting
a webinar etc.
Tier 2 are tasks such as writing
blog posts, recording a podcast,
social media networks, forums
etc.
Tier 3 would be your admin type
stuff, customer support, editing
videos/audios, tech stuff,
scheduling webinars etc.
In the past I’ve always focused the
majority of my time on Tier 2. But
since implementing this new
system my results and revenue
are increasing dramatically.
To help me make things more
realistic and achievable I choose 13 tasks from tier 1 each and every
day, depending on the time I have.
I’m also using tools like Focus
Booster; which works on the
pomodoro technique – it really
does make a difference and helps
you focus and manage
distractions! I’m also using tools
like Trello and Evernote.

And if you need some help to
inspire or motivate you to take
action then take advantage of my
free consultation session by
clicking here.
Remember action = results.
Because results count.
© Copyright, Lilach Bullock

About the Author
Highly regarded on the world speaker
circuit, Lilach Bullock has graced Forbes
and Number 10 Downing Street. She’s
a hugely connected and highly influential
entrepreneur.
Listed in Forbes as one of the top 20
women social media power influencers
and was crowned the Social Influencer
of Europe by Oracle. A recipient for a
Global Women Champions Award for
her outstanding contribution and
leadership in business.

Co-ordinates
Email: lilachbullock@gmail.com
Web: www.lilachbullock.com

What 3 tasks will you do today
that will generate revenue for
your business? I’d love to hear
from you, so do let me know.
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John Niland

Describing the value of your services

“What makes your services really valuable? You may
want to take a moment to answer the question
before reading further. Perhaps your answer has
evolved since you last asked yourself this question?”

In the ten years since writing "Hidden
Value", I've grown more and more
aware of how professionals don't - or
can't? - see the full value of their
work. Most recently, this was
brought home to me in China and in
Sacramento, during workshops on
negotiation.
What makes your services really
valuable? You may want to take a
moment to answer the question
before reading further. Perhaps
your answer has evolved since
you last asked yourself this
question?
Level One: Many people answer
in terms of expertise, or skill.
They may define this by their
specialism(s), their qualification(s),
their unique methodology... but
the common intention behind all
of these narratives is to show
what they know.
Level Two: This group focuses
on what they do... i.e. their
achievements, their results. This
is usually more powerful than a
straight expertise-level
description, so not surprisingly,
people are usually coached to
format their CVs (and LinkedIn
profiles) in this way.
Level Three: There is however
a higher level than expertise and

achievements; I call this the
"insight" level. This is where you
reframe (or change) how your
clients see their problems, even
before you start talking about
achievements or solutions.
Perhaps you point out pitfalls,
risks or trends in their market. In
any case, you educate them.
It's not that expertise and
achievements are not important.
They are. But these strengths are
easier to understand and relate
to, when wrapped inside a
teaching story that educates
clients to see their challenges
differently.
The ability to engage clients in this
way transforms websites and
LinkedIn profiles from being
merely self-promotional ego trips.
You can be passionate about your
approach with no loss of
credibility: you are after all
campaigning for your purchaser to
choose the best approach, and
not just to choose you as the best
suppler. You differentiate yourself
from your competitors and you
lay the basis for premium fees.
To reserve a place for John's
masterclass "Getting Paid What You
are Worth", in London on Sept 23rd,
please click here. Limited to 20
participants.

About the Author
John Niland is best-known as a
conference speaker on doing
higher value work and creating
more opportunity via better
conversations. His passion is
energising people: boosting
growth through higher energy
levels, that in turn leads to better
dialogue and business growth.
Since 2000, John has been
coaching others to achieve
success, with a particular passion
for supporting professionals “who
wish to contribute rather than
just to win, and hence do higher
value work via better
conversations with clients and
colleagues”.
In parallel, John is one of the cofounders of the European Forum
of Independent Professionals,
following twelve years of coaching
>550 professionals to create
more value in their work. Author
of The Courage to Ask (together
with Kate Daly), Hidden Value and
100 Tips to Find Time.

Co-ordinates
Tel:
Belgium (0032) 32 2 201 1121
London: +44 (0) 845 644 3407
Email: john@vco-global.com
Web:
http://www.johnniland.com/about

© Copyright, John Niland
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Paul Sloane

When Something Unexpected Happens, Get
Curious
“When something unexpected happens don’t
get annoyed, get curious. Find out why.

We often treat an unexpected or
surprising happening as an irritation or
distraction. It delays us from getting on
with the job so we quickly work around
it. But sometimes it pays to step back
and ponder the meaning of what
serendipity has just handed us. Consider
these four unexpected occurrences.
1. In 1928 a Scottish bacteriologist
returned from his vacation to find that
one of his petri dishes had a strange
mold growing in it.
2. In the early 1940s a Swiss engineer
went for a walk with his dog in the
Jura Mountains. When he came home
he saw that his trousers and the dog’s
fur contained many tiny seed burrs.
3. In 1946 an engineer at Raytheon
discovered that a candy in his pocket
melted when he worked near an
active radar tube.
4. In the 1970s a technician working
for a music accessory company wired
a circuit incorrectly. The component
made a weird moaning sound.
Each of these incidents could have
been treated as an annoying accident.
Most people might have cleaned the
petri dishes, brushed out their
trousers, removed the sticky sweet or
rewired the circuit correctly.
Fortunately for us the protagonists in
these stories all welcomed the
unexpected event, investigated and
then acted.

1. Sir Alexander Fleming saw that the
mold had rejected the bacteria in the
dish. He had discovered penicillin –
almost by accident. It was a piece of
good fortune that led to the
development of antibiotics and the
saving of millions of lives.
2. George de Mestral examined the
burrs under a microscope and saw
that they had tiny hooks which caught
in the trouser fabric. He went on to
develop a new way to fasten materials
– Velcro. The word comes from the
French words Velours and Crochet –
a Velvet Hook.
3. Percy Spencer developed the
world’s first microwave oven because
of this accident.
4. Scott Burnham adapted the strange
wail into a guitar-pedal sound. He
invented the Rat, a pedal that
thousands of bands from Nirvana to
Radiohead used to enhance their
music.
A new book on the process of
invention, Inventology by Pagan
Kennedy, claims that almost half of all
inventions started with a
serendipitous process. Often this was
the result of ideas or discoveries that
people had while working on
something else.
Kennedy goes on to say that inventors
are often polymath connectors, ‘who
by luck or design are able to bring
together knowledge from several
fields’. She points out that the people

most likely to solve problems on the
Innocentive crowdsourcing site are
outsiders to the field of the problem.
When something unexpected happens
don’t get annoyed, get curious. Find
out why. The customer with a weird
complaint or a weird use for your
product is one hundred times more
interesting than the customer who is
happy using your product in a
conventional way. Welcome the
surprising.
© Copyright, Paul Sloane

About the Author:
Paul was part of the team which
launched the IBM PC in the UK in
1981. He became MD of database
company Ashton-Tate. In 1993 Paul
joined MathSoft, publishers of
mathematical software as VP
International. He became CEO of
Monactive, a British software company
which publishes software asset
management tools. In 2002 he
founded his own company,
Destination Innovation, which helps
organisations improve innovation. He
writes and speaks on lateral thinking
and innovation. His latest book is The
Leader’s Guide to Lateral Thinking
Skills published by Kogan-Page.

Co-ordinates:
Web: www.destinationinnovation.com
E-mail: psloane@destinationinnovation.com
Tel: +44 (0)7831 112321
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Andy Bounds

Do NOT live your dreams
“…if you just keep repeating your messages,
people just remember your messages. It doesn’t
mean they buy into them, nor do they take any
action as a result.”

People say you should live your
dreams. But I don’t want to.
Otherwise I’ll end up lying in one
of the cornfields from The Wizard
of Oz, totally naked, holding a blue
flipchart pen.
Which just goes to show, old
sayings aren’t always right.
And here are some other old
sayings – about communication, of
course. And they aren’t right
either…
Communication is all about
your message
No it isn’t.
It’s all about the impact your
message has. In other words,
what people do after you’ve
spoken.
So, start your prep by thinking
“what impact do I want to have?”
and then work backwards from
that goal, to decide on the best
messages to achieve this.
Meetings should last an hour
No they shouldn’t.
They should last as short a time as
possible, to achieve the outcomes
you want.
So, to prepare, ask yourself:
 What outcomes do I want to
happen following this meeting?
 What are the only topics we
need to cover, to achieve
these outcomes?



How quickly can we cover
these topics well?

Prep like this, and it’ll take less
than an hour.
Emails provide an Audit Trail,
so use them
Yes, they do provide an Audit
Trail.
But that doesn’t mean the entire
conversation must be by email.
Doing that means you both write
too much and cause needless
delays, as your emails are just a
few of the hundreds you both see
that day.
Instead, it’s often better to chat it
through with them first, get verbal
agreement, then send a confirming
email to provide the Audit Trail.
Summaries are essential
Kind of.
They can be useful, yes. Especially
in documents. After all, many
(most?) of us read the summary
first, then dip into the detail of the
sections we’re most interested in.
The reason we like summaries in
documents is because we choose
the order we read them.
But in presentations, the
presenter chooses the order; not
us. And when they say
“summary”, we often switch off.
Partly because we’ve already
heard it; and partly because our
focus has immediately gone to the
day’s next activity.

So, instead of saying “summary”,
try something like “Remember,
the most important three areas
from my presentation are X, X
and X. But, even more important
is what we do next. Therefore.
my ask of you is this: X”.
‘Tell ‘em what you’re going to
tell them, tell ‘em, and tell
‘em what you’ve told them’
Nearly.
But, if you just keep repeating
your messages, people just
remember your messages. It
doesn’t mean they buy into them,
nor do they take any action as a
result.
Instead, the better version is:
 Tell ‘em why the presentation
is in their interest
 Tell ‘em what they need to
know, so when you…
 …tell ‘em what you want
them to do, they do it
I admit: my version does lack a bit
of bounce. But it’s more useful.
“With respect”
When you say this, the other
person knows you’re about to say
something they might find
disrespectful!
I’m sure you could produce your
own list of sayings that – when
you think about them carefully –
don’t convey what you actually
believe.
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So it’s always worth checking: are
you doing Communication X
because it’s the best way to do
something; or because you did it
last week?
Get this right, and you truly will
live your dreams (well, some of
them anyway).
Action points
Check your diary: which of this
week’s communications are
happening because they have a
clear, important purpose? And
which ones because you always
have them?
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Rob Garibay

“Now that I know my
advertising ROI, how do I
improve it?”
“Businesses waste thousands of
dollars every year with a hopeand-a-prayer approach to
advertising.”

For the second group, identify
what you could do to stop having
them. Or at least reduce them in
some way - less agenda topics,
duration, attendees and so on.
One other action: There are lots
of old sayings about
communication that aren’t right. I
address every single one of them
in my online video club. Here are
some examples.
© Copyright, Andy Bounds

About the Author
Andy Bounds is an expert at
helping companies communicate
and sell better. Author of two
best-selling books and winner of
the title Britain’s Sales Trainer of
the Year, Andy has shared his
expertise with some of the
world’s largest companies, helping
every one of them have more
success. Marketing legend
Drayton Bird said Andy had
taught him ‘… more about
effective communicating than a
lady who’d taught two American
Presidents’.
Are you following Andy on
twitter?
To receive his weekly tips on how
to communicate more effectively,
click here
Short of time? Here are some
Quick Wins

Co-ordinates
E-mail: andy@andybounds.com
Web: www.andybounds.com/tips

The answer to this question
is to apply smart advertising
techniques and then test
and measure on a small
scale before rolling out a
large ad campaign. Stop
wasting your advertising
dollars by treating them like
you’re playing a roulette
wheel or throwing mud
against the wall, hoping that
some of it sticks! Businesses
waste thousands of dollars
every year with a hope-anda-prayer approach to
advertising.
How smart is it to spend $2,000
on advertising and generate only
$1,800 in net profit from the
customers it attracted? Would
you knowingly make an
investment that promised such a
return?
This article is devoted to how to
initiate advertising strategies and
tactics.

USP & Guarantee
By now you might be thinking:
“how and where do I start my
journey to improved advertising
ROI?” As Glenda the Good Witch
of the East told Dorothy, “It’s
always good to start at the
beginning.” First determine your
Unique Selling Proposition (USP)
as a company. Some call it your
Unique Value Proposition. In
other words, take stock of your
assets: intellectual, physical, and
reputation or “goodwill”.
Understand that, because God has
wired you uniquely as an
individual, you have the potential
to service, or to offer value to,
the marketplace which your
competition either does not have
or hasn’t considered. Even if you
are in a commodity business, you
can create a powerful USP simply
because you have chosen to focus
on it while your competition has
not. Once you have a paragraph
describing your USP, you have the
raw material from which you can
create emotionally hooking
taglines crafted for each of your
target markets.
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The next step is to create a
powerful compelling guarantee
that draws business to you.
Your follow through on this
powerful combination of USP and
guarantee can create a market
niche, differentiating you from the
competition, thus reducing
discounting price pressure.
ActionCOACH has a seven page
questionnaire and action form
that acts as a funnel, gradually
narrowing your options until out
pops a USP and a list of what you
can guarantee that is of value in
the minds of your market.
Completing this exercise usually
creates one of those WOW
moments!

I can’t guarantee
anything!
I’ve had professionals such as
doctors, dentists, or lawyers tell
me that they can’t guarantee
anything.
The truth is that they can! They
can guarantee certain aspects of
their patient’s or client’s
experience with them, such as
how they will be greeted, listened
to, treated, etc.
Your USP and guarantee not only
drive your marketing and sales
strategies, they drive your
corporate culture and customer
service.

Think of the advantage this
provides to your business, since
most businesses fail to complete
such a strategic exercise!

Components of an ad
Now that you have your USP and
guarantee, it is time to
communicate your message
through advertising. The three
most important parts of
advertising are:
 Target - who you actually
reach can have a massive
effect on your results.
Carefully define the
demographics of the
population at whom the
advertising is aimed. Try to
put yourself into the minds of
your target market,
understanding their
frustrations, fears, needs,
desires, etc. (much of which
will have become apparent as
a result of the USP exercise).
Defining your target market
will also help you to
determine which publication
or medium to use and the
location in that publication.
 Offer - The offer needs to
inspire people to take action.
It should have a time limit or
limited quantities, or better
yet, a specific number
available. The offer should
appear generous, but have a
low dollar cost to you, the
business owner. Be specific
rather than general. Give
people what they want!
Include a guarantee to remove
fear and/or frustration.

Copy – The ad needs to get
people excited or to build
dissatisfaction with their
current state. Create an urge
to change. Give a vision of
what a change would look
like. Show the benefits of
reading the ad and taking
action. Write as you speak –
put emotion into it. Make it
enthusiastic. Keep it in the
present tense (less boring).
Remember WIIFM (What’s In
It For Me) is what motivates
people, not how great the
business is. Think like you are
the prospect. Keep it simple.
Add credibility – i.e. instead of
“34 years of experience”, tell
a short story of the
experience. Use testimonials
and anticipate questions.

© Copyright, Robert Garibay

About the Author:
Robert Garibay ActionCOACH
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Business Tools
With Rob Garibay you can
discover valuable strategies,
tested tools, and proven systems
to build any business (especially
yours) right now, right here…
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Jeff Haden

9 powerful affirmations successful people repeat
every single day
“There will always be people who are
smarter, more talented, better
connected, and better funded than
you. But they don't always win.”

Successful people think about their
work - and themselves - differently
than most. And so can you.
If you're not achieving the success
you hope for, whether personally
or professionally, take a step back.
The problem may not be a lack of
education or opportunity or
connections or even luck.
The problem could be what you
believe--and as a result, what you
do.
What do the most successful
people believe and therefore do
differently? Here are some of the
affirmations successful people
make very day:
1. "In one way, I will always
be last."
Everyone likes to be first. But
often it's better to be last: the last
to give up, the last to leave, the
last to keep trying, the last to hold
on to principles and values.
The world is full of people who
quit. The world is full of people
who pivot (pivot is sometimes just
a fancy word for "give up").

There will always be people who
are smarter, more talented, better
connected, and better funded than
you. But they don't always win.
Always be the last to give up on
yourself.
2. "I will never equate
acquisition with satisfaction."
Psychologists call it "hedonistic
adaptation," a phenomenon in
which people quickly push the
buzz from a new purchase toward
their emotional norm.
That "aah..." feeling you get when
you look at your new house? It
quickly goes away. The same is
true for your new car, new
furniture, and new clothes. So to
recapture the "aah..." feeling, you
have to buy something else. The
cycle is addictive. And so you're
never satisfied. You can't be.
That's not how we're made.
Real, lasting satisfaction comes
from doing, not from having.
Want to feel good about yourself?
Help someone. Knowing you've
made a difference in another
person's life is an "aah..." that lasts
forever.

Doing also is a cycle that's
addictive - but this time, in a really
good way.
3. "I will never mistake
political gain for
achievement."
Infighting, positioning, trying to
look better by making other
people look worse: Playing politics
can help get you ahead.
But if you win through politics,
you still ultimately lose, since
political success is based on the
impulses, whims, and caprices of
other people (often other people
you don't even respect or like).
That means today's success can be
tomorrow's failure, and success
or failure is largely outside your
control.
Real achievements are based on
merit. They can't be taken away
by anyone.
4. "I won't let the fear of
criticism hold me back."
Try something different. Try
something others won't try.
Almost immediately, people will
talk about you - and not in a kind
way.
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The only way to keep people
from being snide, disparaging, or
judgmental is to say and do what
everyone else does. Then, of
course, you live their lives and not
yours. And you won't be happy.
See people talking about you as a
sign you're on the right track your track.
Your track is the happy track. Not
theirs.
5. "I will go ahead and ship and then ship again."
As Seth Godin says, we're
naturally afraid to be "done,"
because then our idea, our
product, or our service has to
sink or swim, and we're
desperately afraid it will sink.
And maybe it will - but if you
don't put it out there, it can also
never swim. No product can be
successful until it's shipped. No
application can be successful until
it's released. No service can be
successful until it's in the field.
When in doubt, ship it out. Then
make whatever you produce next
is a little better. And ship that.
And keep going.
You can't feel proud until you
ship. So ship - a lot.
6. "I will see my résumé as
the journey, not the end
result."
Many people collect jobs and
experiences in pursuit of crafting a
"winning" résumé.
That's backwards. Your résumé is
like a report card: It's just a byproduct of what you've
accomplished, learned, and
experienced.
Don't base your life on trying to
fill in the blanks on some "ideal"
CV. Base your life on
accomplishing your goals and
dreams. Figure out what you need
to do to get to where you want
to be, and do those things.
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Then let your résumé reflect that
journey.
7. "I will refuse to wait."
For the right time. The right
people. The right market. The
right something.
And life passes you by.
The only right is right now.
Go.
8. "I won't collect stuff; I'll
'collect' people."
Walk around your house. Or look
around your office. Look at your
stuff.
Now have your extended family
over for dinner. Or get together
with friends. Look at your people.
Which is more fulfilling?

About the Author
Jeff Haden learned much of what
he knows about business and
technology as he worked his way
up in the manufacturing industry
from forklift driver to manager of
a 250-employee book plant.
Everything else he picks up from
ghostwriting books for some of
the smartest innovators and
leaders he knows in business. He
has written more than 30 nonfiction books, including four
Business and Investing titles that
reached #1 on Amazon's
bestseller list. Jeff is a contributing
editor for inc.com and a LinkedIn
Influencer.

Co-ordinates
Web: Inc.com
LinkedIn:
linkedin.com/in/hadenjeff
Twitter: twitter.com/jeff_haden

Thought so. You can love your
stuff, but your stuff will never love
you back.
9. "I will always maintain
perspective."
Close your eyes and imagine I
have the power to take everything
you hold dear away from you:
family, job or business, home,
everything.
And I exercise that power. All of
it, everything, is gone.
Would you beg and plead and
offer me anything to get that life
back? Would getting that life back
mean everything to you? Would
you realize that what you had was
so much more important than
what you didn't have?
Would you realize that what I just
took away was pretty freaking
awesome?
Of course you would.
Now open your eyes, literally and
figuratively, and never forget how
much you've accomplished--and
how proud you should be.
© Copyright, Jeff Haden
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Sean D'Souza

Can your PowerPoint presentation rival TV
advertising?

“Most communication harps languidly around
solutions. You don’t want to do that. Look
around you. People are obsessed with problems.
They don’t walk around all excited and happy.
Most people walk around with their heads in
their hands.”

Do you ever wonder why some
PowerPoint Presentations are so
much better than others? Why do
some have amazing powers of
persuasion, while others simply bore
you to death? TV commercials use
these marketing strategies to hold
and fascinate their viewers.
You can too, if you follow these tried
and proven techniques.
Step 1: Kaboom Them
Into Waking Up!
Ever noticed how most
presentations start with,
“Welcome to this
presentation…blah, blah, blah.”
You don’t see too many TV ads
do that. They slam into you at a
zillion miles an hour and make
sure you’re paying attention.
So how do you do that when you
don’t have a moving picture?
The trick is to start with
something that’s totally
disconnected with the
presentation. For instance, you
could be selling cars yet you could

start with, “One day in heaven…”
That’s a good wake up call for an
audience that’s half asleep.
You’re selling cars aren’t you?
What has heaven got to do with
cars? The dissonance of the idea
has forced their attention. Now
that you’ve got their attention,
you’ve got to gently massage your
message into it. For example, you
could simply suggest that God
created man, woman, and then
gave them a car.
And that is only the start.

Step 2: Always Tell a Story
Did you see Titanic, directed by
James Cameron? Couldn’t you tell
that story with reasonable
accuracy? Most people can. All
our movie and great TV
commercials are in a story format.
Do the same with your
presentation. Think it through.
Build up a story first, then work
your presentation into it. It will
not only give your presentation
some focus (and storyline), but
will make it easier for your
audience to remember the
sequence of what you’re saying.

For instance, where are Adam and
Eve going in the car? Did they
have a breakdown? How well
does the air-conditioning work as
they drive through the desert?

Step 3: Use Suspense, Not
Mystery
Alfred Hitchcock was a master of
suspense. He told you who the
murderer was right at the start.
So you and everyone in the
audience knew who was going to
kill whom. Everyone in the theatre
knew, except the hero (or
heroine), who was going to get
killed.
And that drove you crazy.
How could they be so dumb? You
all knew who the killer was. Why
couldn’t the hero see it? That’s
what kept you riveted to the
screen the whole 90 minutes.
If you establish the characters in
your presentation early and work
in an element of suspense, you
can keep the audience on the
edge of their seats.
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Step 4: Don’t Bore Them
with Your Solutions. Bring
Up the Problem!

Step 6: Let Your Audience
Know They’re Not Guinea
Pigs

Most communication harps
languidly around solutions. You
don’t want to do that.

Hey! If you’ve got a product to
sell, and you’re not using
testimonials, you’re missing out
big time. Even if the product is yet
to be launched, you can have prelaunch tests. It all builds up
expectations for your final pitch.

Look around you. People are
obsessed with problems. They
don’t walk around all excited and
happy. Most people walk around
with their heads in their hands.
When you bring up their particular
problem they snap out of their
slumber in a mighty hurry, and pay
attention to what you’re saying.
What you need to do first is bring
up that problem — and bring it up
in all its glory! Paint a gory
picture. You might want to read
my article: Is your solution your
biggest problem? Only after you
have made them feel the pain,
should you bring out the solution.
The best TV commercials always
make you feel the pain.
As they say, “No pain, no gain.”
Learn that, and use it.

Step 5: Reduce Risk
Why do people say, “I’d like to
think about it?” The only reason is
because you haven’t reduced the
risk to minus fifty. While there is
risk, my brain is still doing a RAM
check. If there is no risk, I’ve got
nothing to lose.
So, how can you reduce risk? TV
ads give money back guarantees,
trial periods, free test drives.
Surely you can be more
imaginative than some ad guy.
Get that risk down low, like a
limbo rocker. How low can you
go?

This is also another form of risk
reduction. If someone else has
used your product or service and
fallen in love with it, you need to
go into the nitty gritty of that love
story.

Step 7: Close the
#@US$%*&^ Sale!
I don’t know how many times I’ve
seen a wonderful presentation
that takes me to cloud nine, and
leaves me there wondering, how
I’m going to get back to earth.
You’ve got to close the sale!
Every presentation should end
with a call to action and decision
on the client’s part. There are a
zillion books and tapes on closing
a sale out there. Brian Tracy has
some amazing audio tapes on
Winning Closing Techniques
(www.nightingale.com).
Learn from the pros, and turn a la
dee dah presentation into a full
blooded sale!

Step 8: Bring on a Quirky
Finale!

If you haven't done so already:
SUBSCRIBE (That's a clue!)
Wouldn't you love to stumble
upon a secret library of small
business marketing ideas, find
simple, yet electrifying ideas, on
website strategy, marketing
strategies, copywriting, public
speaking, article marketing, sales
conversion, psychological tactics
and branding. Head down to
http://www.psychotactics.com
today and judge for yourself.
© Copyright, 2001-2016
Psychotactics Ltd. All Rights
Reserved.

About the Author:
Sean used to be a cartoonist - and
you can see his work at:
http://www.psychotactics.com/bus
iness-cartoons. He now writes
about 300 articles a year for
www.psychotactics.com (which he
owns), and does podcasts too
(you'll find him at the iTunes
Store if you search for
Psychotactics).

Co-ordinates:
Mail: PO Box 36461
Northcote, Auckland
New Zealand
Twitter: @seandsouza
Web:
http://www.psychotactics.com/
Tel: (0064) 9 449 0009
Email: sean@psychotactics.com

Every movie and every ad does it.
They wrap it up in a way you
never expect.
There’s nothing worse than
building up expectations,
answering all the questions, and
then having a weak ending. Your
end has to be like lightning —
unexpected, brief and brilliant! It
will ensure that your product or
service (or quarterly report for
that matter) gets maximum
attention.
Otherwise you’re just making a
point with no power!
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Barry Urquhart

Good advertising – no laughing matter!
“A national study of some 1800 adult
Australians which was conducted in late 2015,
found that 79% of respondents nominated
humour to be the style of advertising which was
most appreciated.”

Humour, it seems, does not endear
itself to the “culture police” and the
enforcers of political correctness of
Australia.
That genre of advertising is
foremost in complaints received
by the Australian Advertising
Standards Bureau. Really!
The Holden placement which
features a young son echoing the
words of his father, with the
statement, “bloody caravanners”,
recorded the highest number of
submissions, (166), during 2015.
Those were dismissed by the
regulatory authority.
But, General Motors Holden felt
obliged to reshoot the piece and
remove the offending word,
“bloody”. Sad.
The intrusions on creativity and
originality extend to shopfront
signs.
A metropolitan Sydney
photographic business elicited
countless responses of the offer:
“We can shoot your wife,
frame your mother-in-law
and hang them both”.
Clever.

The shopfront sign was removed,
under direction from the bureau.
WHAT APPEALS
A national study of some 1800
adult Australians which was
conducted in late 2015, found that
79% of respondents nominated
humour to be the style of
advertising which was most
appreciated.
Moreover, 95% of those same
people contended that “good”
advertising can influence their
buying behaviour. The typical
piece features light-hearted and
good-natured humour.
It is sad that the voices of so few
can drown out the expressions
and preferences of so many.
STOP BEING BORING
Sadly, an overwhelming majority
of contemporary advertising is
considered to be dull, boring and
repetitive.
An over-emphasis on price
minimises the power and
relevance of emotions, creativity,
innovation and originality. Look
no further than the average
catalogue. These are largely read
by, and responded to by those
who have already decided to buy.

Effective humour-based
advertising typically pushes the
boundaries, is irreverent and
arresting. Use is often made of
nostalgia, to stimulate greater
emotional responses.
It generates comments and
responses. Above all, it can and
does create the setting for
enquires, sales, repeat business
and referrals.
PROOF-POSITIVE
The Australian Lamb Marketing
Board advertising, which features
former AFL football character
Sam Kekovich, is a case in point.
Each year, just prior to Australia
Day (26 January), the Lamb
Bassador emerges with a new
multi-media advertising campaign
which holds little appeal to
vegetarians. Indeed, they are often
the butt of his edgy comments.
Hard to swallow for some, it
seems.
What is the true measure of the
on-going advertising campaign? Be
assured, these campaigns are the
topics of many conversations at
barbeques on Australia Day. Look
closely at the fare on offer, and
one will conclude it is really “unAustralian not to enjoy lamb” on
the nation's own day.

What is it about double entendre
that some people don't recognise,
understand and enjoy?
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TARGETED AUDIENCES
Marketers and advertising need to
recognise and respect the fact
that their brands, products,
services, applications and
advertising will not appeal, or be
relevant to all. Some may well be
offended. So? That is the nature of
societal interactions.
Unintended offence and
disconnection are often a natural
by-product of mass-media
advertising.
ADVERTISING OBJECTIVES
In creating effective advertising,
marketing, merchandising and
promotional campaigns it is
important to outline, detail and
document the set objectives,
regardless of the style and genre,
or the channels to be employed.
These objectives can and do vary,
including to:
 Stimulate interest
 Create awareness
 Generate attention
 Entertain
 Cause pause (and
contemplation)
 Establish relevance
 Cause traffic
 Conclude a sale
The process of advertising, counts
for little if the outcomes aren't
attained, and hopefully, sustained.
If all that a humorous
advertisement achieves is to elicit
a laugh, or to offend, then what is
the point?
The success of the Yellow Pages
advertising campaigns centred on
“Not Happy Jan”, and “The
Goggomobile” speaks volumes
about targeted messages, with a
touch of irreverence.
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So too the Meerkats' “Compare
the Market” placements about
health insurance policies,
premiums and the use of the term
“son of a mongoose” in
commenting on competitive
entities. Very edgy.
CONCLUSIONS
Eliciting a limited number of
complaints from non-targeted
individuals – who would typically
be labelled as “kill-joys”, – should
not be of itself a reason to “kill”
an advertisement.
The marketplace has spoken.
Humour does resonate with
impact: it influences and stimulates
positive buying actions from
people.
When it comes to commerce,
sales and revenue, humour is not
a laughing matter.
MAKE A STATEMENT
Within 48 hours of the tragic
bombings, killings and maiming at
the Belgium airport and subway, a
global fast food network
reintroduced an advertisement
whose genesis was a statutory
protest campaign in New Zealand.
It simply featured a bucket of
frites (french fries, a national
Belgian dish, served with
mayonnaise) projecting a distinct
image of a human hand with an
unmistakable raised middle-finger.
This was a statement of defiance,
solidarity and national pride. The
terrorists, Belgians and the world
got the message.
Little credence, or time, would be
accorded to any submissions or
complaints to the relevant
Advertising Standards Bureau.

About the Author:
Barry Urquhart, Managing
Director, Marketing Focus, Perth,
is an inspiring speaker, author of
Australia’s top two selling books
on customer service and an
international consultant on
dynamic innovation and creativity.
Barry is author of six books,
including the two largest selling
publications on service excellence
in Australasia. His latest is:
“Marketing Magic – Streetsmart
Marketing”. He is a regular
commentator of consumer issues
on ABC radio, is featured on a
series of interview topics on
“Today Tonight” and contributes
articles to 47 magazines
throughout the world. His latest
presentation is: “Insights on ‘The
Big Picture’ - Future-Proof Your
Business”.
He is one of Australia’s most
active keynote speakers and is an
internationally recognised
authority on quality customer
service, consumer behaviour and
creative visual merchandising.
Marketing Focus is a Perth based
market research and strategic
planning practice. The firm and
Barry consult to multinational,
national and local entities in the
private sector and the public
sector. He is a former lecturer in
Marketing and Management at the
Curtin University of Technology
and has degrees in marketing,
political science and sociology.

Co-ordinates
Mail: 26 Central Road, Kalamunda,
Western Australia 6076
Tel - Office: 006 1089 257 1777
Tel - Mobile: 006 1041 983 5555
E-mail:
Urquhart@marketingfocus.net.au
Website:
www.marketingfocus.net.au

Certainly not politically correct.
But, telling, expressive and
effective.
© Copyright, Barry Urquhart
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Drayton Bird

The worst ad of the year?
“…the average ad is looked at for a second or
two before the scanner decides to read on or
not. That is why David Ogilvy said that when
you have written the headline you have spent
75% of your money.”

Look at this picture for two seconds.
What is the ad about?

This ad has no headline. Ogilvy
called such concoctions “headless
wonders.”
Even if you did start reading the
copy is dire.
But never mind the words, what
about the visual?
1. The designer thinks his job is
to be clever. It is not. Layouts
should make the message easy
to take in.
2. A technique which makes
people think of an eye-test
could (conceivably) make
sense if that’s what you’re
selling.
3. Except that is not what is
being sold – and besides being
damned hard to read …
4. Not in a million years would
this visual suggest insurance.
5. Illegibility is not the high road
to anything but bemused
frustration among readers.
6. The firm that is paying for this
ad – which has been running
for quite a while – would
know, if they bothered to
measure, that it is a complete
waste of money.

I ask because the average ad is
looked at for a second or two
before the scanner decides to
read on or not.
That is why David Ogilvy said that
when you have written the
headline you have spent 75% of
your money.

I spend almost as much time
trying to understand what makes
stuff easy to read as I do on the
words themselves.

Source: Ask Drayton
http://askdrayton.com/the-worstadever/?awt_l=IFJ5g&awt_m=LwVN
SvtbTrA53n
© Copyright, Drayton Bird

About the Author
In 2003, the Chartered Institute of
Marketing named Drayton Bird one of
50 living individuals who have shaped
today’s marketing. He has spoken in
53 countries for many organisations,
and much of what he discusses derive
from his work with many of the
world’s greatest brands. These include
American Express, Audi, Bentley,
British Airways, Cisco, Deutsche Post,
Ford, IBM, McKinsey, Mercedes,
Microsoft, Nestle, Philips, Procter &
Gamble, Toyota, Unilever, Visa and
Volkswagen. In various capacities –
mostly as a writer – Drayton has
helped sell everything from Airbus
planes to Peppa Pig. His book,
Commonsense Direct and Digital
Marketing, out in 17 languages, has
been the UK’s best seller on the
subject every year since 1982.

Co-ordinates
Drayton Bird Associates
Web: http://draytonbird.com
Tel: +44 (0) 845 3700 121
Email: drayton@draytonbird.com or
db@draytonbird.com

I suggest you do, too, because
most designers haven’t a clue.
And for less than $30, you can
join my site, and I’ll show you how
to.
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Ron Kaufman

Promote a Service Vision and a Common
Language to Eliminate Culture Roadblocks
“When everyone shares a Common Service
Language and knows the Engaging Service
Vision, communication is easy, clarity is
understood, and personal commitment follows.”

Disconnects can easily occur across
departments, and between levels in a
large organization. For example,
managers may focus on service metrics,
benchmark scores and share of wallet,
while frontline workers talk about
today’s schedule, a colleague’s problem,
or an angry customer’s remark.
Excellent service in one office may
mean something quite different in
another. For example, new
procedures may be introduced that
improve control for one department,
but make satisfying customers more
difficult in another. In these situations,
confusion can easily arise about what
the word “service” really means. And
in the worst cases, otherwise
motivated service providers will
simply leave in frustration.
These are a few of the challenges
leaders face as they seek to build a
strong culture of service. Fortunately,
it is possible to engineer an uplifting
service culture that addresses and
resolves these concerns. Yes, an
entire organization can be engaged to
collaborate and aligned to deliver
great internal and external service.
One vital building block of service
culture in large organizations is
creating an Engaging Service Vision. An
Engaging Service Vision is a rallying
cry, a focal point, an ongoing source of
inspiration for all staff, at all levels, and
in all locations. It is the shining light
that guides the entire organization to
grow in the same direction. It is a

touchstone for choices and decisions
about how to serve a client or
colleague.
A second vital building block is
developing and promoting a Common
Service Language across the
enterprise. This enables listening and
understanding with a common set of
terms, principles and distinctions
about service. When we can evaluate
and improve service with a Common
Service Language, then the actions of
one department, function, or country
may differ from another, but your
team’s understanding of the customer
experience – and how to improve it –
will be consistent.
Leading with an Engaging Service
Vision and speaking with a Common
Service Language are early steps in
building a culture that focuses on
continuous service improvement.
These two building blocks provide
leaders with the terms and tools they
need to engage staff and remove
barriers. These important building
blocks should not be delegated away
to only the marketing,
communications or training
departments. All leaders must walk
the talk – and talk the talk. When
leaders speak consistently, then team
members listen and learn. When
leaders speak in different tongues,
team members are left to wonder.
When everyone shares a Common
Service Language and knows the
Engaging Service Vision,
communication is easy, clarity is

understood, and personal
commitment follows.
What roadblocks to better service
lurk inside your organization? What
gets in your people’s way? What
prevents them from taking better care
of your customers? What stops them
from helping colleagues? With a vision
of what you want to become and a
shared language to talk about service,
your questions be discussed and new
solutions created.
© Copyright, Ron Kaufman

About the Author
Ron Kaufman is author of The New
York Times, USA Today and
Amazon.com bestseller, “Uplifting
Service! A Proven Path to Delighting
Your Customers, Colleagues and
Everyone Else You Meet” and 14
other books on service, business and
inspiration. He is also the founder of
UP! Your Service, a company that
enables organizations to build Uplifting
Service cultures and enjoy a
sustainable advantage.

Co-ordinates
Mail: UP! Your Service
50 Bayshore Road, Suite 31-02
Singapore 469977
Tel: (+65) 6309-9668
E-mail: Enquiry@UpYourService.com
Web: www.UpYourService.com
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John Stanley

Food Assemblies – a new marketing channel

“Food assemblies are a sociable cross between a
buying group and a farmer’s market. The
Assembly is a method of buying and selling food
which supports local producers and bypasses
the large chains.”

Consumers are increasingly looking
for local products. In the UK the
main avenue has been Farm Shops
whilst in Europe it has been via
Farmer’s Markets. In Australia it has
been the Farmer Market that has
been the main driver of getting local
food to local people.
This is now changing and evolving.
The new marketing avenue is a
Food Assembly which is a cross
between a farmer’s market and a
buying group, the system is
booming in France since its
establishment in 2011, and
Assemblies are now being
established in the UK.

growers to the scheme. Products
are then advertised on a local
page, on the central website and
consumers select and pay for the
produce online and are told when
they can come and collect their
goods.

the farmers, the assembly leader
and the “members” (the people
buying the food) attend the
weekly event. This means that
customers and food producers
meet regularly to share ideas and
to build loyalty.

The assembly meets up weekly.
Unlike most buying groups when
bulk-buys are delivered to an
individual who then divides the
food into smaller portions,
everyone joins in at an assembly –

For the farmer or food producer,
the advantage is that the food is
pre-sold and the actual assembly
event is a two-hour slot for
people to collect their food.

Food assemblies are a sociable
cross between a buying group and
a farmer’s market. The Assembly
is a method of buying and selling
food which supports local
producers and bypasses the large
chains.
This pop-up pre-order food
shopping system is known in
France as La Ruche Qui Dit Oui –
“the hive that says yes.” Each
assembly is organised by a leader
who managers the system and
gets a small commission-based on
income, they organise venues and
sign up local producers and
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According to Etienne De
Montlaur, the international
coordinator “Farmers don’t have to
spend long hours at a market not
knowing how much they’ll sell. For
the consumer, it’s a convenient way
to buy local groceries, everything
from vegetables to fish, cheese and
bread is all sold on one website and
can be collected from one place.”
There are now over 450
assemblies in France, Belgium,
Britain, Germany and Spain. In
France, there are 2,600 producers
listed on the online platform and
together they sell around 50,000
orders each month to the
members.
The rules of the assembly state
that food must be kept local:
there’s a 150-mile radius rule that
says food sold must come within
this maximum distance. Produce
doesn’t have to be exclusively
organic but there’s a strong
emphasis on produce from smallscale enterprises, which practise
high eco standards.

Origins and investment
The idea originated in 2010, when
French entrepreneurs Guilhem
Chéron, Marc-David Choukroun
and Mounir Mahjoubi co-founded
a company called Equanum SAS
having developed the concept of
the Food Assembly in a French
start-up incubator. Equanum, runs
the Food Assembly platform.
Equanum raised approximately
€1.5m in debt in 2014 from the
Caisse Des Depots, the Paris
Initiative Enterprise and BNP
Paribas and it also receives
subsidies from the Ile De France
region.
The company takes 16.7% of the
pre-tax turnover from each
producer that sells at The Food
Assembly. Of this, 8.35% goes to
pay for using the central IT
support and the online platform,
and 8.35% goes to the individual
assembly leader. The margin that
supermarkets and other
independent grocers make on
products varies but the Food
Assembly says the 16.7%
represents a better deal for
farmers as it also offers flexibility:
they also only have to attend
events if they have sold a
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minimum level of produce online
to make it worth their while.
Recruitment of the assembly
leaders focuses on individuals who
are committed to helping their
own neighbourhood access local
food.

See John in Action
Short clips to give you an
overview of John’s style of
presentation. CLICK HERE

Zeppetelli says: “For people to see
this as a serious buying option, it
needs to cover the basics: fruit,
vegetables, meat, fish, and dairy
products. The food must be local, so
the assembly won’t sell dried goods
like pasta or imported bananas. But
I’m hoping we can cover most of the
fresh products that people buy
weekly. I’m concerned about the
domination of supermarkets and I
want to be able to buy great local
food myself, in my own area.”
This article is based on an article
written by the author in The
Guardian newspaper on the
emergence of food assemblies.
© Copyright John Stanley

About the Author
John Stanley is a conference
speaker and retail consultant with
over 20 years’ experience in 15
countries. He regularly
contributes to retail magazines
around the world and has coauthored several successful
marketing and retail books
including the bestseller Just About
Everything a Retail Manager Needs
to Know (obtainable from Amazon:
ISBN-10: 0975011804/ ISBN-13:
978-0975011805, see picture in
the next column). John Stanley
Associates produce an enewsletter specific to retailing; this
includes innovative ideas and
advice to help you grow your
profits. If you would like to
receive a regular copy, please visit
www.johnstanley.com.au or email
newsletter@johnstanley.com.au

Co-ordinates
Mail: John Stanley Associates
Chestnut Brae, PO Box 200
Western Australia, 6275
Tel: (+0061) 8 9293 4533
Fax: (+0061) 8 9293 4561
Email: info@johnstanley.com.au
Web:
http://www.johnstanley.com.au

Book description:
This hot retail book is a wealth of
information for every retail manager and
store owner. John Stanley has successfully
put into an amazingly usable format, the
experiences and insights he has gathered in
his more than 20 years as an international
retail consultant.
Just About Everything A Retail Manager Needs
to Know is in a handy reference format, no
need to read the whole book if you are
short on time, just open up to the topic
you need a solution on.
Every topic is individually explained in an
easy to use ‘how-to’ style, ideal for rapid
problems solving in the retail environment.
Topics include:
 Win over the customer and turn them
into lifetime customers
 Learn how to sell to different
generations
 Create a customer friendly team
Promote your products
 Produce signs that sell
 Create more profitable displays
 Sell concepts not products
Manage your store
 Maximise your customer flow
 Manage your merchandising to
increase profits
 Use colour more effectively
Manage your business
 Develop a retail business strategy
 Benchmark your store
 Increase your average sale-and
increase profits
And, much, much more…
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Dean Williams

How to create greater synergy in
your meetings

“Put simply, the 6 Thinking Hats process
enables you to explore five different states of
thinking with your audience on the way to
making decisions and determining actions.”

Just how productive are some of your
meetings?
Do you make progress on the big ticket
areas - challenges/opportunities? If not,
why not?
Chances are you are not leading
them enough! Your enemies in
meetings could be numerous and
include:

Allowing individuals too
much of a platform to selfpromote and share their
agenda;

Failing to set and manage
expectations of key
outcomes needed from the
meeting and why;

Accepting ‘drift' and not
facilitating ‘back to the point'
focus;

Encouraging individual
viewpoints but not managing
how they are shared and
when.

If you are chairing a meeting
effectively it requires skill,
strength and an ability to
synergise the audience in order to
reach your desired outcomes.
Done well and not only are your
results achieved, but yes ... your
meetings can be enjoyable as well!

making decisions and determining
actions. What about the sixth
hat? That's you as the
chairperson/facilitator controlling the process!

So how can you achieve greater
synergy and control?
Welcome to a golden oldie ...
Edward De Bono's 6 Thinking
Hats process. Reference to oldie
... that's the process not Dr De
Bono!
De Bono's process is a gem.
Providing you with the tools to
provide direction and facilitate an
inclusive methodology which
allows everybody a chance to
contribute and have their say ...
but only when you need it! Put
simply, the 6 Thinking Hats
process enables you to explore
five different states of thinking
with your audience on the way to

Here's a brief overview of the 6
hats and their different states:

Blue Hat
Control/organisation of thinking
process
Chairperson role
Orchestrates use of other hats
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Yellow Hat



Positive thinking/assessment
Optimistic and hopeful
Entrepreneurial



Red Hat
Emotions and feelings
Intuition and hunches - not
reasoned logic







Step 1 - Identify the
challenge/opportunity for
discussion
Step 2 - Set time frame to
achieve end result
Step 3 - Facilitate White Hat
Step 4 - Facilitate Red Hat
Step 5 - Facilitate Green Hat
Step 6 - Facilitate Black Hat
Step 7 - Facilitate Yellow Hat

Green Hat
Creativity and new ideas
Concerned with change,
Experimentation
Changing patterns

White Hat
Objective/facts and figures
Information - clear and unbiased
Eliminating interpretations and
opinions

Black Hat
Negative aspects
Projecting ideas of possible failure
Examine procedures for errors
Essentially, you determine a time
frame in each state and use the
hats to reach an inclusive
conclusion. The key is that
everybody thinks in the
appropriate state at the same time
- maximising the power of
synergy. You all walk in the same
shoes at that moment in time and
contribute fully in each state. I'm
not promoting that you and your
colleagues physically change hats
but mentally ... that's exactly what
is needed!
In my experience, there is
normally at least one person in a
team that seems to automatically
fill the ‘black hat' role! No it
doesn't mean they are negative ...
far from it - it's a state that very
much helps drive to an outcome.
Your task as the chairperson is to
ensure that this viewpoint is
shared at the right time (when in
black hat mode), encouraging all
of the audience (not just the one
who is naturally there!) to enter
into that state at the same time.
Synergy of thinking is the key.
Far from the only way to
orchestrate the hats (but to give
you a helping hand), the following
is a very logical approach to
facilitating the process...

TOP TIP:
Get your audience moving in
order to change their state of
thinking. Have five flipcharts
located at different points within
the room - one for each state!
Be brave and watch your meetings
transform!
For further information and a
deeper insight, buy ‘Edward De
Bono's 6 Thinking Hats' book.
© Copyright Dean Williams

Europe, the Middle East, Africa
and Asia, he has a pragmatic and
robust approach that has been
referred to as ‘refreshing in
today’s environment’.
A psychometric evaluator, he has
a powerful ability that allows you
to see yourself as others see
you... challenging you to
constantly focus on the objective
in hand and make decisions that,
although not always comfortable,
will move you closer towards
achieving your goals. Whatever
your goals, Dean promotes the
success of the 200% factor in all
relationships – giving the
maximum in terms of focus,
energy and openness, and
expecting the maximum in return.

Co-ordinates
Email:
ask@dwexecutivecoach.co.uk
Tel: +44 (0) 845 604 4403
Web:
www.dwexecutivecoach.co.uk

This article previously appeared in
Better Business Focus in
September 2011

About the Author
Dean Williams is an Author,
Executive Business Coach and
Owner of Dean Williams
Executive Coach Limited.
Acclaimed in the Sunday Times
for business coaching, a regular
columnist for a variety of business
press and author of ‘Creating
Grade A Business Relationships’, see
graphic in the next column.
Dean combines his passion for
working alongside Directors and
Senior Managers, with his other
business interest in Financial
Services outsourced solutions,
and his work as a Trustee on the
board of a leading international
charity. Previous experience as a
Sales Director and Managing
Director, arm Dean with a depth
of experience that is valued by
those he currently works with.
Dean is known for his very
dynamic thinking and ability to
enable others to think and see
both challenges and opportunities
differently. Working with a variety
of high profile clients across

ISBN10 1906645205
ISBN13 9781906645205
Order from BookDepositary.com
here.
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Jayson DeMers

5 signs your employees dislike you
“Even if you have employees who have stuck
with you for a long time, it may still not be
due to your stellar supervisory skills. Some
people will stay in a job for years when they're
unhappy, generally due to loyalty, fear of the
unknown, or reluctance to change.”

If you look closely, you may find
indications that you're not as popular
with your staff as you think you are.
In addition to all of your
achievements, you're sure that
you're a great boss. After all, your
leadership skills have helped you
climb the ladder of success. But
some of the world's top
companies succeed in spite of
poor leadership, a result of great
products or concepts rather than
motivated team members.
According to entrepreneurial
counselor Michelle McQuaid, bad
bosses cost businesses $360
billion in lost productivity every
year. The stress caused by difficult
supervisors can negatively affect
an employee's overall health and
workplace morale, eventually
driving him or her out the door.
Since losing one employee costs a
business tens of thousands of
dollars or more, your business
will eventually suffer financially if
you can't keep employee loss at a
minimum.
When you're a leader, it's tough
to know how others see you,
especially if your work keeps you
extremely busy each day. In my
article 10 Signs Your Employees
Are Happy, I discussed some
great methods to determine
whether you're doing a good job
as a manager, but here are a few
noticeable signs that may indicate

your employees see you as a bad
boss.

1. You Have High Turnover
Does your staff have a revolvingdoor feel, with employees leaving
almost as soon as you've hired
them? If so, the fault is very likely
yours. Either you aren't taking the
time to hire the right person for
the job or your management style
is sending them out the door.
Whatever the cause of your low
employee-retention rates, it not
only can harm your bottom line
but also have a direct effect on
the morale of the rest of your
team.
Take a long, hard look at your
staff and determine which
employees have been with you for
the longest. When your
employees resign, is it with deep
regret-or with a dramatic exit?
Once an employee is gone, it's
also important to make note of
any post-employment
interactions. If you encounter a
former employee at an industry
event or in a personal setting, is
that person happy to see you, or
does the encounter feel forced? A
good boss generally hears from
former employees over the years.
Your ex-workers may ask you for
recommendations or refer
business partners or potential
hires.

Even if you have employees who
have stuck with you for a long
time, it may still not be due to
your stellar supervisory skills.
Some people will stay in a job for
years when they're unhappy,
generally due to loyalty, fear of
the unknown, or reluctance to
change. For that reason, you can
usually tell quite a bit from the
morale of your team members,
especially those who have been
with you a while.

2. You Hear Complaints
Complaints always seem to find
their way to their subjects. In an
office, that subject is too often the
boss. If you have a human
resources person or office
manager, this individual can be a
valuable resource in determining
how your staff is feeling.
Complaints will often be carried
directly to HR, even if they're
about your management style.
The key is to weed through
complaints that are a symptom of
people simply resisting authority
to find true issues with your own
management style.
In today's open-office
environment, it's difficult to keep
gossip under wraps for long.
Eventually you'll overhear snippets
of conversation or you'll see
workers gathered together to
talk, with one occasionally
glancing toward your office. While
it's important not to fall victim to
paranoia, it's also important to
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notice the overall mood in the
office. If things seem especially
tense after team meetings or
when new assignments are handed
out, it might be a good idea to
find ways to boost morale.

3. Your Employees Avoid
You
You say you have an open-door
policy, but how many employees
take you up on it? If you notice
employees are taking wide paths
around you, you may have an
issue. Some bosses think true
leaders should instill fear in their
employees, but this type of work
environment is considered a
"culture killer." While you likely
won't be invited to employees'
houses on the weekend, your
employees should see you as
approachable.
Another telltale sign of problems
is employee behavior during staff
meetings and one-on-one
interactions. Body language is a
key indicator, especially lack of
eye contact. If employees tend to
avert their gazes when you speak
to them or, worst of all, exchange
looks with other employees while
you're talking, you can bet you're
making a negative impression. As a
leader, you, too, can send the
wrong signals through your body
language. Work to let your
employees know that you're
approachable through the way
you respond to their ideas and
concerns, whether in a group
setting or individually.

4. You Have No Idea How
Your Employees Feel
As you're reading this, you may be
thinking you have little sense of
how your employees feel. That, in
itself, is a bad sign.
One frequent complaint from
employees is that their leadership
is out of touch with what's going
on within the organization. Team
members take assignments less
seriously when they feel
management has no clue what
goes on throughout the company
on a daily basis. Additionally,
individual employees suffer from
poor morale when they feel
unappreciated and unnoticed.
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Performance evaluations and job
descriptions are the perfect way
to ensure regular communication
with each member of your team.
When expectations are outlined
up front and supervisors provide
feedback on how a worker is
handling those expectations, all
workers are aware management is
watching. That makes them feel
more accountable for their daily
actions and more likely to want to
do a good job to make a favorable
impression.

Conclusion

As part of your exit procedure,
terminated employees should be
asked to sit down with a human
resources manager and discuss
the problems that led to the
departure. If your business is too
small for a dedicated HR person,
consider having a consultant
interview exiting employees
privately and provide
recommendations based on what
is said.

About the Author

Your goal as a manager isn't to be
each employee's best friend, but it
also isn't to be feared and reviled.
When your employees like you,
they'll want to do a good job to
help you succeed. Keeping morale
high not only improves
productivity but also keeps the
costs of employee turnover down
and helps your business continue
to grow and thrive.
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5. You're Working Too
Hard
Age-old wisdom states that if a
manager is correctly doing his job,
he isn't working hard; he's
working smart. In fact, many
managers work harder than most
of their team members. But the
long hours you're putting in every
day should be related to growing
your business, not managing daily
operations. If you're doing other
people's work because it's easier
than constantly staying on
someone else to do it, it may be
time to look at your management
style.
A good manager delegates work
and trusts team members to do it,
rather than standing over
employees to make sure it's done
correctly. This means sometimes
you may have to accept the fact
that your employees won't
necessarily do things exactly as
you would do them, but the end
result is the same.

The Definitive Guide to
Marketing Your Business
Online
If you’re like most business
owners, you have a website, but
you need traffic. So, how do you
get it? That’s where this guide
comes in.
Written by Jayson DeMers,
AudienceBloom’s CEO and
columnist at Forbes, Inc.com, and
Entrepreneur.com, this eBook
provides step-by-step instructions
for exactly how to launch and
maintain your online marketing
initiative.
Learn More
Download PDF
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8 dynamic marketing tips
“Handle customer complaints quickly and with
a positive attitude. Strive to preserve your
relationship with the customer instead of your
immediate profit from them.”

Here are 8 dynamic marketing tips to
help you increase your sales and profits
fast.
1. Don't Just Sell Benefits
Don't just tell prospects what they
gain when they buy your product or
service. Tell them what they lose if
they do not buy it. Most people fear
loss more than they desire gain.
Customers want your product or
service to enjoy the benefits it
provides. They will want it even more
when you remind them of what they
lose by not buying it.

2. Use Pleasant Surprises to
Close Sales
An unpleasant surprise can kill a sale.
But a pleasant surprise can help close
a sale. For example, adding an
unexpected bonus immediately before
your prospect takes the last action to
complete a sale will eliminate any last
minute hesitation.

3. Provide Fast Delivery - Even
When You Can't
The faster you can deliver your
product or service the more sales you
will get. If you cannot deliver all or
part of your product immediately, add
something to the purchase that you
CAN deliver immediately. It could be
as simple as a series of helpful tips
related to your product posted on
your web site ...available only to new
customers.

4. Make Buying Easier
Every non-essential action in the
buying process is an opportunity for
customers to reverse their decision to
buy. Look for ways you can make
your buying procedure easier and
faster. For example, many marketers
use a multi-step shopping cart to get
online orders when a simple online
order form would do the job with just
1 or 2 quick clicks.

5. Improve Your Offers
without Lowering Your Price
You don't have to reduce your price
to improve your offer. Instead, simply
load it up with bonuses. Make sure
your bonuses have a high perceived
value to your customers ...even if they
cost you little or nothing.

6. Keep Your Advertising Up
to Date
If you never make any changes in your
advertising, your sales will eventually
decline. Don't abandon advertising
that's working - but do keep trying to
improve it. And regularly test new
advertising to see how it works for
you.

7. Outsmart Your Competitors
with Alternative Marketing
Look for some alternative marketing
methods your competitors are
overlooking. That's how one internet
marketer discovered direct mail
postcards. They proved to be a highly
effective and very low-cost way to
generate traffic to her web site ...while

concealing her marketing activity from
competitors.

8. Neutralise Customer
Complaints Quickly

Handle customer complaints quickly
and with a positive attitude. Strive to
preserve your relationship with the
customer instead of your immediate
profit from them. They will reward
you with repeat sales and referrals
instead of punishing you by telling
everybody they know about their
unhappy experience ...causing you to
lose future customers.
Each of these 8 marketing tips reveals
a proven low-cost marketing tactic
many other small businesses have
used to boost their sales and profits.
Integrate them into your marketing
programme now and you'll quickly
start enjoying the same results too.
© Copyright, Bob Leduc
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How leaders build effective teams through
quality management and teamwork

Leadership is a big word. It means
more than what it appears to be and
is written about in millions of books
around the world. Leading a person
or a group of people is an infinite
responsibility. Of course, we have
different kinds of leaders and people
are constantly looking for leaders
who can create more leaders than
followers. At work, in business, in
families and within friends, leaders
are important because they just don’t
show directions but help people
identify their strengths and bring out
the best in them.
Supreme quality work is one of
the main attributes of
management or leadership.
Quality management is crucial for
the people involved as it is for the
end result of any work. Managing
the quality of the team does not
always have to do with work. It
also means maintaining a healthy,
cheerful, enthusiastic and resultoriented atmosphere within a
team. Great managers always
focus on creating a code of

honour for the team before they
get started. It is an excellent,
result-oriented and an effective
way to lay rules that everybody in
the team must play by. It is
unspoken on many occasions but
firmly agreed by all. It is largely
true that when there are no rules,
people come up with their own.
This is perhaps the most deterring
factor between good and great
quality management.
Quality management is a vital
aspect for any team improvement.
Quality management deals with
empowering people and
encouraging open communication
at all times. Of course, the code
of honour presents how issues
and concerns within the team
must be addressed constructively.
As for work, clear and sharp
communication helps members of
the team comprehend the true
reason for their presence and
how their work affects others and
the team as a whole. No two
people are alike in a team and
therefore the approach to handle
each of them and their work must
be different too. Where there are

people, there is bound to be
friction however here are some
basic recommendations for
improving quality management
within a team.
Consistent Improvement:
Time is more important and
valuable than money. This cannot
be stressed enough. In the world
of finance, a golden rule explains
that a dollar today is more
valuable than a dollar tomorrow.
Similarly, in the team
management, the quality of the
team’s work along with
interpersonal relationships must
improve on a consistent basis.
Everybody appreciates an
overnight success but unless it is a
consistent story, nobody wants to
own it. The dynamics of people,
the quality of the commitment
towards work and team work
must improve at regular intervals.
Continuous improvement shows
the capacity of the team to
withstand pressure.
Customer of the mind: If it
was not for the customer, there
would be no business. Without
business or work, any of this
would not make sense. Quality is
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a feeling more than it is a tag.
Teams need to be made
understood that when any
customer receives a product or
service or even interact with the
staff, he or she must feel the
quality. Quality is present in all
that can be done and all that
cannot be done. As long as team
members can put themselves in
customers’ shoes and feel the
difference, positive changes are
limited. A simple greeting can
stand out for quality and get the
conversation going. When teams
have customers on their mind,
accountability and sense of pride
helps them deliver only the best.
Get Involved: Feedback
mechanism is one of the best
ways to take appropriate actions.
When quality work is the focus, it
is always beneficial to get all
members of the team involved.
Typically, the people who interact
with the customers are the best
to give the feedback about what
the customer wants. Customers
are always giving feedback with
their emails, gestures, attitudes
and voices. Only the best trained
quality obsessed teams can
identify and act on that feedback.
Involving everyone will broaden
the possibility of getting more
solutions and ways to improve
quality within a team.
Recognition: When a member
of a team goes out of his/her way
to help resolve a customer issue,
be present in place of another
team member or stand for the
mission of the team, recognition is
mandatory. Just like businesses
appreciate great financial results
and reviews by top notch
companies, team members also
appreciate being recognized for
their efforts. Lack of recognition
can lead to discouragement and
affect the morale of any great
bonded team.
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Finish with Humour

Quality management is largely
based upon how the leader views
it, the team members view it and
how the management views it. As
long as these three entities are in
sync with their definition and
belief about quality, the business
will continue to thrive under the
most severe of circumstances.
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We are different to other
accountants

Tel: 01752 752210

Address:
Unit 7
Brooklands
Budshead Road
Crownhill
Plymouth
Devon
PL6 5XR

We work much more closely with our clients than
traditional accountants. We also have a much
smaller number of clients than normal and are
selective in the clients that we act for. We want to
get to know our clients businesses inside out,
enabling us to easily identify problems and spot
opportunities. We want to help improve profits
and encourage growth.

Fax: 01752 752211

Our mission is to always add value

Our philosophy is to provide a high
value service by:

Whatever we do for you, we will always carry out
our work with the aim of adding value to your
business. We run a very cost effective business by
making the most of modern technology and
homeworking, but we will never be the cheapest
solution. John Ruskin defined value as follows:
"It's unwise to pay too much, but it's also unwise
to pay too little. When you pay too much you lose
a little money, that is all. When you pay too little,
you sometimes lose everything, because the thing
you bought was incapable of doing the thing you
bought it to do.
The common law of business balance prohibits
paying a little and getting a lot. It can't be done. If
you deal with the lowest bidder, it's well to add
something for the risk you run. And if you do that,
you will have enough money to pay for something
better."

A unique feature of our service is
fixed price agreements
Once we have established your needs we will give
you a guaranteed fully inclusive price from the
start. This will give you peace of mind and no
surprise bills.

Background

Email: marc@marclawson.co.uk
Web: www.marclawson.co.uk

•

Providing the best possible service

•

Aiming to continually exceed our clients'
expectations

•

Making the time to really listen to the needs of
our clients

•

Suggesting ideas to improve profits and help
the business grow

•

Providing professional expertise in order to
proactively identify opportunities and provide
solutions

•

Being an indispensable part of your business

This is achieved by:
•

Maintaining a small portfolio of high quality
clients

•

Employing qualified individuals with a zest for
business

•

Investing in training and I.T.

Marc Lawson and Co are a small friendly firm of
Chartered Accountants specialising in small and
medium sized businesses. The practice was
formed by Marc Lawson in 1985.
Our aim is to provide small and medium sized
businesses with information and advice that
goes beyond the traditional accountancy
services of preparing accounts and tax returns.
Marc Lawson and Co benefit from having a
stable number of long serving team members
and a reputation in the South West as being a
practice that is different from the typical
accountancy practice, is small and friendly, but
able to offer the type of services more
commonly associated with large accountancy
firms.

We are members of the following
professional bodies:

